This paper is the first of a series in which we develop exact and approximate algorithms for mappings of systems of differential equations. Here we introduce the MapDE algorithm and its implementation in Maple, for mappings relating differential equations. We consider the problem of how to algorithmically characterize, and then to compute mappings of less tractable (Source) systems R to more tractable (Target) systemsR by exploiting the Lie algebra of vector fields leaving R invariant. Suppose that R is a (Source) system of (partial or ordinary) differential equations with independent variables x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) ∈ C n and dependent variables u = (u 1 , . . . , u m ) ∈ C m . Similarly supposeR is a (Target) system in the variables (x,û) ∈ C n+m . For systems of exact differential polynomials R,R our algorithm MapDE can decide, under certain assumptions, if there exists a local invertible mapping Ψ(x, u) = (x,û) that maps the Source system R to the TargetR. We use a result of Bluman and Kumei who have shown that the mapping Ψ satisfies infinitesimal (linearized) mapping equations that map the infinitesimals of the Lie invariance algebra for R to those forR.
INTRODUCTION
This paper is the first of a series in which we explore algorithmic aspects of mappings of differential equation systems that transform differential equations (DEs) to DEs. Naturally this exploration includes symmetry transformations -transformations of a DE to itself, and also equivalence transformations where one member of a class of DEs is mapped to another member of the class. We introduce the algorithm MapDE for characterizing mappings between DEs. For algorithmic implementation we restrict our treatment to differential polynomial systems (DPS), systems which are polynomially nonlinear functions of their derivatives and dependent variables; with coefficients from some computable field (e.g. Q).
In earlier work we developed approximate methods for determination of approximate Lie symmetry algebra of DEs [9, 19] . A key motivation for our current work, is how to practically use such approximate methods. We see determination of approximate mappings of DPS, to be explored later in this series, as a practical way in which to exploit such approximate symmetry information. Our interest in mappings was also motivated by recent work [21] , which used Reid [28] on the algorithmic determination of structure of Lie algebras of symmetries of DE, to give an algorithm to determine the existence of mappings exactly linearizable ODE. We give an algorithmic implementation of the methods of Bluman and Kumei [8, 17] for exploiting the Lie symmetries of a system in the determination of mappings between DEs.
In particular in this paper we introduce an algorithm for such mappings in the presence of symmetry. The algorithm MapDE is implemented as part of Huang and Lisle's LAVF object-oriented Maple package [18] . We give examples to illustrate the algorithm and compare it with the approach of Bluman and Kumei. We extend the algorithm, to determine the existence of a mapping from linear DE, to linear constant coefficient DE, avoiding the heuristic integrations of Bluman and Kumei's approach.
We consider systems of (partial or ordinary) differential equations with n independent variables and m dependent variables.
Suppose R has independent variables x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and dependent variables u = (u 1 , . . . , u m ) andR has independent variableŝ x = (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) and dependent variablesû = (û 1 , . . . ,û m ). In particular we consider local analytic point mappings Ψ: (x,û) = Ψ(x, u) = (ψ (x, u), ϕ(x, u)), so that R is locally and invertibly mapped toR:
where j = 1, . . . , n and k = 1, . . . , m. The mapping is locally invertible so the determinant of the Jacobian of the mapping is nonzero:
Det Jac(Ψ) = Det
where ∂(ψ ,ϕ)
∂(x ,u) is the usual Jacobian (n + m) × (n + m) matrix of first order derivatives of the (n + m) functions (ψ , ϕ) with respect to the (n + m) variables (x, u). Note throughout this paper, we will callR the Target system of the mapping, which will generally have some more desirable features than R, which we call the Source system.
Algorithms for existence of such mappings, and methods for their explicit construction, is the topic of this paper. A very general approach to such problems, Cartan's famous Method of Equivalence [27] , finds invariants, that label the classes of systems, equivalent under the pseudogroup of such mappings. The fundamental importance of such equivalence questions, and the associated demanding computations has attracted attention from symbolic computation researchers. For example, Neut, Petitot and Dridi [25] , implemented Cartan's method for ODE and certain classes of PDE of finite type (i.e. with finite dimensional solution space). Olver and collaborators developed a new version of Cartan's moving frames [12] . Valiquette [34] applied this method to equivalence problems and further results are given by Arnaldson [3] . Also see [2] which introduces the DifferentialGeometry package, available in Maple and has been applied to equivalence problems. Also see [15, 22] for approaches to the non-commutative calculus that results in calculations. Underlying these calculations, is that overdetermined PDE systems, with some non-linearity, are required to be reduced to forms that enable the statement of a local existence and uniqueness theorem (such include passive and involutive forms). See [14] for estimates of complexity of such methods, which indicate their difficulty.
Our initial approach, is fairly direct, and exploits the linearity of the Bluman-Kumei mapping equations. It also is motivated by in the longer term, we wish to include invariant differential operators and using the newly developed methods of Numerical Jet Geometry, to investigate approximate equivalence.
In contrast, Bluman and Kumei [17] consider a narrower class of mapping problems, which is focused on the case where the Target system, is uniquely characterized in terms of its Lie symmetry invariance algebra (See [8, 17] ). In this article we will implement an algorithm based on the Bluman and Kumei approach.
Suppose that a Source system, has an associated Lie symmetry algebra, together with its defining system. Such infinitesimal Lie point symmetries for R are found by seeking vector fields
whose associated one-parameter group of transformations
which away from exceptional points preserves the jet locus of such systems -mapping solutions to solutions. See [6, 7] for applications. For a vector field (3) acting on the space with coordinates (x, u) ∂ ∂x i denotes partial derivative with respect to x i , holding x j , j ̸ = i constant, and u constant; with ∂ ∂u k similarly defined. The infinitesimals (ξ i , η j ) of a symmetry vector field (3) for a system of DEs are found by solving an associated system of linear homogeneous defining equations (or determining equations) for the infinitesimals. The defining system is derived by an explicit algorithm, for which numerous computer implementations are available [10, 11, 30] . Similarly we suppose that the Target admits symmetry vector fieldŝ
in the Target infinitesimals (ξ ,η). Computations with defining systems of both systems will be essential in our approach. We have implemented our algorithms in Huang and Lisle's powerful object oriented LAVF, Maple package [18] . In §2 we give preliminaries and the Bluman-Kumei Mapping equations, together with a simple illustrative example. In §3 we describe our core algorithm MapDE, which takes R andR as input, and returns the reduced involutive form rif-form for Ψ, establishing existence, non-existence of the mapping. Once existence of the mapping is established, a further phase, is to try to obtain an explicit form for the mapping by integrating the mapping equations. We treat two cases: one in which R andR are specified and another where TargetClass = ConstantCoeffDE. In §4 we give examples of application MapDE and conclude with a discussion in §5.
PRELIMINARIES & MAPPING EQUATIONS
For an algorithmic treatment, we limit the systems considered to being differential polynomials, with coefficients from a computable subfield of C (e.g. Q). Some non-polynomial systems can be converted to differential polynomial form by the use of the Maple command, dpolyform.
The geometric approach to DEs centers around the jet locus, where the derivatives are regarded as formal variables and a map to polynomials, in our case, where the tools of algebraic geometry can be used. In general systems of polynomial equations and inequations must be considered (differences of varieties). The union of prolonged graphs of local solutions is a subset of the jet locus in J q , the jet space of order q. For details concerning the Jet geometry of DEs see [26, 33] .
Example 2.1. Consider the famous Black Schole's equation which is fundamental in financial applications [23] , we will use as an introductory simple example:
By inspection this equation has the obvious symmetry of translation in t : t * = t + ϵ and scaling in s : s * = bs. Moreover the infinitesimal form of these symmetries (4) is generated by the operators (3) given by ∂ ∂t and s ∂ ∂s . Since these vector fields obviously commute, it is natural to map to new coordinates in which:
So by trivial integration the transformationŝ = ds s = log(s) + c 1 ,t = t + c 2 should map the Black Schole's Equation into an equation invariant under two commuting translations, i.e. to a constant coefficient equation. Indeed by inspection we find:
which is the famous Black-Schole's transformation of (6) to the backwards heat equation. This example simply illustrates that there can be a strong connection between symmetries admitted by an equation and mappings of the equation to convenient forms.
Indeed this illustrates the key idea of Bluman-Kumei's method for determining when a linear differential equation (DE) in n independent variables can be mapped to a (Target) linear constant coefficient DE: that the Target admits n commuting translations. Geometrically the Source must correspondingly admit a subalgebra of its Lie symmetry algebra consisting of n commuting symmetries (that act transitively on the space of its independent variables).
One can try to devise an algorithm for determining such symmetries explicitly. In general this involves integrating systems of overdetermined PDE, and, though advantageous in many applications, no general algorithm is known for this task. In our paper we describe algorithms using a finite number of differentiations and eliminations, and no integrations, that guarantees the algorithmic determination of the existence of such transformations. The computer algebra system Maple has several excellent such differential elimination algorithms, and also excellent algorithms for generating the linearized equations for symmetries. 
Here comparing with (5) yields (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) = (σ, τ ) and η 1 = η. The automatically generated unsimplified system of defining equations for infinitesimal symmetries is:
Application of a differential-elimination algorithm to this system augmented with η v = η/v yields:
Application of rif's initial data algorithm yields:
The key aspect relevant for our paper is that (10) and (11) are obtained with algorithmic operations and in particular without integration. In addition further algorithms from the LAVF package can determine the structure of its Lie Algebra. Indeed we find a two dimensional abelian subalgebra from that output, a necessary condition for the existence of a map of the Black-Schole's equation to a constant coefficient equation.
Mapping Equations
Assuming existence of a local analytic invertible map Ψ = (ψ , ϕ) between the Source system R and the Target systemR and applying it to the infinitesimals (ξ ,η) yields what we will call the Bluman-Kumei (BK) mapping equations:
where 1 ≤ k ≤ n and 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ m. See Bluman and Kumei [5, 8] for details and generalizations (e.g. to contact transformations). Note that all quantities on the LHS of the BK mapping equations (12) are functions of (x, u) including ϕ and ψ .
Example 2.3. We informally illustrate the BK mapping equations on Example 2.1. Here we follow an approach based on heuristic integration of the symmetry defining system. Indeed the defining system is easily integrated to find the full 6 dimensional Lie symmetry algebra. And among the basis of symmetries the reader can easily find the two operators previously by inspection:
∂ ∂t , s ∂ ∂s (13) which implies that mapping has form:
When the corresponding coefficients of (13) are substituted into the BK system (12) we get:
which yields by simple integration the same result as before for the mapping of the Black-Schole's to constant coefficient:
Indeed this integrating and breaking down into a basis, is the method used by Bluman and Kumei. However it does not yield an algorithm, since it depends on heuristic integration. Finally we mention, that we are not opposed to integration, and in fact, a combination of integration and the algorithmic methods of this article, are probably a preferable way to proceed in practice. (6) to a constant coefficient linear equation; we exploited the existence of a two dimensional abelian subalgebra. Indeed if we are lucky enough to identify this subalgebra immediately, then it gives very simple mapping equations with only two parameters. In the general algorithm for mapping linear equations to constant coefficient equations we described later, we can first bring such equations to homogeneous form. Restricting to symmetries, and mappings that retain the homogeneous form, can be imposed by restricting to symmetries with 
Algorithms EquivDetSys and DimEquivTest
With the Source system R, the Target systemR and the mapping Ψ, the algorithm MapEqs(R,R, Ψ) is to return the full non-nonlinear defining equations for mappings from R toR which are invertible (i.e. Det Jac(Ψ) ̸ = 0). As preparation for the description of this algorithm we introduce the following algorithm. EquivDetSys(R,R): This is Maple implementation of returning the nonlinear DPS for invertible mappings Ψ from R toR. Our implementation currently requires that R,R are in solved form for their leading derivatives with respect to a ranking graded by total differential order; though this could be weakened in the future. Then Maple's general purpose routine for changing variables dchange is applied, yielding expressions in the parametric derivatives of R. Setting coefficients of independent powers of the parametric derivatives to zero, together with Det Jac(Ψ) ̸ = 0 simplified with respect to Ψ yields the nonlinear determining system for Ψ. This construction is well-known (indeed it is used in [21] in the special case of mappings linearizing ODE). However the nonlinear overdetermined systems are challenging to compute due to the expansion of determinants as the number of variables and differential order of R,R increase.
Our approach in this paper, is to take advantage of such linearized infinitesimal information, available from Lie symmetries and in particular via the BK equations, which are linear in the mapping variables. Then if necessary, at the end of MapDE apply EquivDetSys, which can be much simplified by the earlier computed conditions in Ψ.
Also we employ a number of efficient preliminary tests that can some times quickly determine if R andR are not equivalent via Ψ. DimEquivTest(R,R): Differential-elimination algorithms such as those in the packages RIF, DifferentialAlgebra and DifferentialThomas allow a determination of a coordinate dependent description of initial data, and using that the determination of the coordinate independent quantities dim(R), dim(R). Thus a quick first test applied by DimEquivTest is dim(R) = dim(R).
If the input ranking is graded first by total derivative order, then further dimension invariants can be derived from that initial data: which are the number of parametric derivatives at each derivative order n (determining the Differential Hilbert Series). DimEquivTest tests the equality of these invariants up to the maximum involutivity order for R,R. One further invariant is the number of arbitrary functions of the maximum number of independent variables appearing in the initial data. For background information see [33] .
MAPDE ALGORITHM
In §3.1 we describe MapDE for a specific Source system R and specific Target systemR. In §3.2 we give a description of MapDE for a linear input equation and a class of Target systems (where the Target is constant coefficient linear equation).
The MapDE Agorithm for specific R andR
The algorithm MapDE(R,R, Ψ) returns the system of mapping equations in rif-form, and, if their integration is successful, an explicit form of the transformations to map the system to the TargetClass. It is described in the MapDE Algorithm 1 provided next. In that algorithm we suppose that L,L are respectively the Lie algebras of symmetries of R,R, with defining systems S,Ŝ.
For mathematical properties of the algorithms, including finiteness, see the following references. For LAVF see [18] , for rif's existence and uniqueness theory see [32] , for the classification of differential rankings see [31] . For the algorithmic determination of structure of transitive Lie pseudogroups see Lisle and Reid [20] .
Notes for the MapDE Algorithm.
Input: The input Source R consists differential polynomial system (DPS) of differential polynomials with coefficients in some computable field (e. Step 8: Differential elimination with casesplitting is applied and useless computations on branches with ID < mindim= d wrt (ξ , η,ξ ,η) avoided. The ranking ≺ ranks the map variables Ψ less than any derivative of the infinitesimals (ξ , η,ξ ,η) yielding an uncoupled system in Ψ whose ID is then examined and cases with less than d dimensional data rejected. This ranking means that the linearity in (ξ , η,ξ ,η) is maintained in computations.
Step 10: See §2.2.
Step 11: SelSys (M) selects a consistent system from the output of rif (M, casesplit, mindim = d)
MapDE for mapping Linear Homogeneous DE to Constant Coefficient Linear DE
Here we consider how to map a linear homogeneous source DE to a constant coefficient linear homogeneous DE, with an algorithm which results from straightforward changes to Algorithm 1. The idea introduced in Bluman et al. [8, §2.5] for this problem is to introduce a chain of Lie subalgebras whose purpose is to focus on the Target:L ⊃L ′ ⊃L * and via Ψ also a chain L ⊃ L ′ ⊃ L * . NowR = i ∈I a i K(i) = 0 where K = {K(i) : i ∈ I } is the set of derivatives ofû of order ≤ differential order ofR. The unspecified constants a i are the coefficients of the target. It is natural to restrict to transformations that preserve the linearity an homogeneity of the input DE and result from eliminating the superposition symmetry: x = f (x) andû = д(x) u where x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) (see Bluman et al. [8] ). Correspondingly its natural to consider a subalgebra L ′ that results by appending the equations ξ j u = 0, j = 1, . . . , n and η u = η/u to S to form S ′ :
and similarly forL ′ . To avoid the early calculations that involveR, we focus like Bluman et al, on accessible infinitesimal information encoded in a Lie algebraL * . In this caseL * corresponds to n commuting translations in the independent variablesx 1 , . . . ,x n , i.e. n translations with generators ∂ ∂x j . The corresponding differential system forŜ * andL * iŝ 
They give details of their calculations and for illustration we apply the MapDE algorithm 1 to the same example. Here we seek transformationsx = ψ (x, t, u),t = ϕ(x, t, u),û = ϒ (x, t, u).
Steps 1, 2: Both R andR are already in rif-form with respect to any orderly ranking. The initial data for the R andR are
Here there are arbitrary functions in the initial data, so dim R = dimR = ∞. Their Hilbert Series obviously are equal, and up to the order of involutivity: HS(s) = 1 + 2s + 3s 2 + 0(s 3 ) where the coefficient of s n is the number of parametric derivatives of order n. So DimEquivTest(R,R) = true in Step 2.
Step 3, 4: The rif-form systems S,Ŝ are
,βx = 0,ηx = 0,
ξt = −ηûû +η,βt = −3/2ηû,ηt = 0,ξû = 0,βû = 0]
and yield ID giving dim(S) = dim(Ŝ) = 5. Also DimEquivTest(S,Ŝ) = true in Step 4.
Step 5: Here MapDE uses the LAVF command StructureConstants to compute the structure of the 4 dimensional Lie algebras for R andR obtaining:
L :
Steps 5, 6: We obtain L ≃L and the explicit isomorphism:
Bluman et al. [8, Eqs (2.39 ), (2.40), pg 134]obtain the structure and an isomorphism by explicitly integrating the defining systems, whereas we avoid this. This isomorphism is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the existence of a local analytic invertible map toR. Steps 7, 8: The rif-form of the mapping system results in one consistent case with d = 4-dim ID in the infinitesimals for S,Ŝ. The rifform of the Ψ system is:
The above rif-form for the Ψ system has ID for z 0 = (x 0 , t 0 , u 0 ):
Geometrically, since the ID has dimension 5 > d = 4, there is class of systems with the same d dimensional invariance group, that possibly includes the Target system. Thus we have to apply EquivDetSys to find missing condition(s). After explicit integration Bluman et al also find that they don't uniquely specify the target, and essentially they substitute the transformations to obtain the parameter values to specify the target. Steps 10, 11: Applying rif to the combined system {EquivDetSys(R,R), (25)} yields a single case:
and the inequation
The ID shows we now have 4 = d parameters, confirming the existence of the transformations, without integration.
Step 12 Applying pdsolve yields the solution for the transformation below:
subject to the determinental condition. The last condition implies c 1 c 2 3 = 1. Specializing the values of the c j give the transformations obtained also in Bluman et al. 
Mapping to constant coefficient DE
Applying the MapDE algorithm using the option Target = ConstantCoeffDE shows that (26) maps to a constant coefficient linear DE:
Existence of such a mapping is given algorithmically and the output includes the system for Ψ with dim(Ψ) = 6:
Integrating the system and specializing the 6 constants gives:
h(x, t) = 4 (sin (2t) + cos (2 t)) x 2 + 12 x + 9 cos (2 t) 8 (sin (2t) − cos (2 t))
whereR isûx ,x + 2ûx ,t +ûˆt ,t −ûˆt = 0. When the mapping system M := S ′ ∪Ŝ * | Ψ ∪ M BK (L ′ ,L * ) ∪ {DetJac(Ψ) ̸ = 0} is reduced to rif-form as in Step 4, of Algorithm 2 it yields a consistent system for Ψ with 10 arbitrary constants in its initial data, hence establishing existence of a mapping to a constant coefficient DE. Since dim(L) = 6 this means that there is a 4 dimensional target class of constant coefficient linear DE. Two possible possible approaches to proceeding are now described. The first is to attempt to (heuristically) integrate this system; and this successfully yielded the solution of the system with 10 parameters. The second approach is to further simplify the problem using algorithmic differential elimination before integrating. In particular we inserted an optional step in the algorithm, that executes a general change of coordinates on the TargetDE which has 5 arbitrary constants. Applying differential-elimination ranking those constants highest in the ordering yielded the subsystem:
The system M rif is updated by appending the above equations for the constants, which amount to integrations, that reduce the dimension of the system for Ψ by specializing the values of the constants. This yielded 6 dimensional system for Ψ. Note that it was reduced by 4 dimensions (after eliminating the relation a 2 2 = 4a 3 ). 
DISCUSSION
Mappings of mathematical models are a fundamental tool of mathematics and its applications. This fact and the notorious difficulty of their computation motivates us to explore the approach we presented in this article. This resulted in our algorithm, MapDE, which is given algorithmic realization for two cases, involving point mappings. Our approach exploits the linearity of the Bluman-Kumei mapping equations that arise in the presence of symmetry, and postpone, simplify and even avoid direct computations with the full nonlinear determining equations for the mappings. We also implement some fast preliminary tests for equivalence under mappings. The works of Anco, Bluman and Wolf [1] and also Wolf [35] , consider a computer program for computing linearization mappings. It exploits Wolf's program ConLaw's strong facilities for integrating systems of PDE exactly in addition to the BK mapping equations, as well as an embedding technique involving multipliers and conservation laws. They also mention that the problem of full algorithmization using differential algebra as an important open problem. In another paper [24] , we give various extensions to MapDE. One of these involves extending it to determining existence of exact linearization mappings of DE. In so doing we provide algorithm and combining aspects of the approach of Bluman, Anco and Wolf [1, 35] and also of Gerdt et al [21] . Building in invariant properties into the completion process is also a possibility; borrowing aspects of the more geometrical approaches. Also we plan to extend our methods beyond point mappings to also include contact and nonlocal transformations. An important open problem, is the characterization of equivalence classes of linear PDE. Maximally invariant linear PDE, constitute one class, as do minimally invariant PDE. Our work gives clues to such characterizations, as does the more complete results known for ODE.
Longer term we are particularly interested in exploring approximate mappings and approximate equivalence. Indeed LAVF already has the first available algorithm for determining the structure of approximate symmetry of DE theoretically first described in Lisle, Huang and Reid [19, 29] 
∂ ∂u
Discarding the superposition via ϕ u = ϕ/u and performing an exact symmetry analysis yields only a 1 dimensional rotation group about the z axis; throughout all space no matter how small a is. However as a → 0 or as we move further away from (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 0) we expect additional approximate symmetries. Symbolic (exact) approaches to finding such approximate symmetries, based on identifying a small parameter in the DE, and using perturbation series expansion of the solution and symmetry, are given by [4, 13] . Instead here we apply the method of Lisle, Huang and Reid [19] that uses stable tools of numerical linear algebra to find the approximate Lie algebra of symmetries of Poisson's Equation near a point (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ). Choosing (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) = (0, 3.2, 0) and a = 10 −3 we find: ,
is so (3):
Choosing a grid of points (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) we get different regions with different approximate Lie algebras, plus transition bands. Potentially and intuitively the model can be mapped to various forms depending on the region, a topic for future research. 
